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Abstract 
One of the common problems faced when processing information gathered from any natural language is the 
‘semantic gap’ where the ‘meaning’ of the sentences is not exactly extracted. In Malay Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), as our knowledge, there is no existing Malay Parser that can be used to develop a knowledge acquisition 
feature to extract ‘meaning’ from Malay articles based-on syntactic relations. This relation is basically the relation 
between a word and its dependents. This paper will examine the Dependency Grammar (DG) for developing Malay 
Grammar Parser and discuss the possibilities of developing probabilistic dependency Malay parser using the 
projected syntactic relation from annotated English corpus.  The English side of a parallel corpus, project the analysis 
to the second language (Malay). Thus, the rules for adaptation from English DG to Malay DG will be defined. The 
projected tree structure in Malay will be used in training a stochastic analyzer. The training will produce a set of tree 
lattices which contains chunks of dependency trees for Malay attached with their probability value. A decoder will be 
developed to test the lattices.  A DG for a new Malay sentence is built by combining the pre-determined lattices 
according to their plausible highest probability of combination. 
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1. Introduction 
A system that extracts knowledge from texts indicates how the inferences necessary for the extraction 
of knowledge from sentences [1]. For example, one of the latest developments in engineering knowledge 
extraction [2] requires natural language processing tool to mark the relevant semantic annotations. The 
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natural language processing tool can bridge-up the gap between syntactic to semantic by the hope that the 
‘meaning’ of sentences can be extracted. However, this is a problem when processing information 
gathered from any natural language. The ‘meaning’ of the sentences is not exactly extracted due to the 
‘semantic gap’. In order to extract knowledge from natural language sentences, one of the possible hidden 
information that needs to be examined is the syntactic relation. This relation can be seen as the relation 
between a word and its dependents. Therefore, before the problem for extracting knowledge from articles 
can be done, word dependencies need to be analyzed. For Malay language knowledge extraction, we need 
a Malay Dependency parser to analyze Malay sentence. This paper discusses the possibilities of 
developing Malay parser using the projected syntactic relation from annotated English corpus.  The reason 
for looking into this approach is because English has its parser. Mainly, we will adapt the work done by 
Hwa et al. [4] by looking into parallel English – Malay corpus. 
In order to develop high quality parsers, we need an annotated corpus with the desired linguistic 
representations basically known as “treebank” [4]. This effort is labor intensive and time-consuming 
process, and it is difficult to find linguistically annotated text in sufficient quantities. Therefore, there is a 
need to explore parallel text to help solving the problem of creating syntactic annotation in Malay 
language. The idea is to use the English side of a parallel corpus, project the analysis to the second 
language (Malay), and then train a stochastic analyzer. Therefore stochastic dependency parsers will be 
developed via projection from English. This paper discusses the possibilities of developing a Malay parser 
using the projected syntactic relation from annotated English corpus.  The reason for looking into this 
approach is based on the fact that English has its parser and this will provide a sound ground for a head 
start in the under resourced Malay. 
2. Related Work 
Mosleh et al. [9] in developing the English – Malay Machine Translation (MT) used Synchronize 
Structured String Tree Correspondence (S-SSTC) to relate expressions of a natural language (source 
language) to its associated translation in another language (target language). S-SSTC is defined to make 
such relation explicit to facilitate such structural annotation to annotate the examples (translation units) in 
the Bilingual Knowledge Bank (BKB) [10]. The dependency structure has been chosen as the linguistic 
representation of the SSTC as it gives a natural way to establish the translation units between the source 
(English) and target (Malay) SSTCs. Fortunately, the S-SSTC representation schema was used for 
English – Turkish MT in Deniz [11] work. 
3. Dependency Grammar 
Dependency grammar (DG) is a class of syntactic theories developed by Lucien Tesnière [6]. The 
relation between a word which is head and its dependents determine the structure or dependency tree. 
Hence, DG is not determined by specific word order, but rather, concerned directly with individual words. 
Therefore, the DG is close to the ‘meaning’ because it tells about what companions a word can have by 
constructing an asymmetric head-modifier (governor-dependent) kind of relation.  
Graphically, dependency trees can be represented with arrows pointing from the head to the dependents 
or from the dependents to the heads [7]. Fig 1 shows the graphical form of DG for an English sentence 
“The rabbit challenged the tortoise to race”. 
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Fig 1. Dependency tree for the sentence “The rabbit challenged the tortoise to race”. 
The arrows are moving from the dependents to their head, thus in Fig. 1, the word rabbit, tortoise and 
to are the dependents of challenged. This dependency can also be represented in textual form as shown in 
Table 1. The words of the sentence are in the second column, preceded by a column with word numbers. 
Further columns are added for the reference word number to indicate the dependencies. When the 
dependency reference number is zero means the word becomes the root or head. 
Table 1. An example of a table 
 
4. Projecting English to Malay 
The analysis of Malay sentence is done 
through projecting from English sentence. For 
example consider a Malay sentence 
“Mariam memberikan Johan satu buku” which 
has an English translation “Mary gives 
John a book”. By using an English parser, the 
English sentence is analyzed as represented 
in graphical form for clearer picture to project to Malay side as in Fig. 2(a). The words in the dependency 
tree will be replaced by the translated Malay words with their own part of speech attached as shown in 
Fig. 3(b).  Some semantic features are also added to the Malay part such as ‘subject:agent’, ‘Indirect 
Object:Beneficiary” and “Direct Object:Patient”. 
 
            
Fig. 2. (a) Dependency tree of  “Mary gives John a book” sentence; (b) Dependency tree of “Mariam memberikan Johan satu 
buku” sentence 
Word number Words Dependencies 
reference 
number 
1 The 2 
2 rabbit 3 
3 challenged  0 
4 the 5 
5 tortoise 3 
6 to 3 
7 race 6 
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5. Proposed Research Design 
The objective of this paper is to highlight an important issue on how to develop a Malay Dependency 
Grammar parser for knowledge acquisition or information extraction. We will adapt the work done by 
Hwa et al. [4] by looking into parallel English – Malay to make use of Direct Correspondence Assumption 
(DCA) and apply the pseudo DPA (PDPA) introduced by Goyal et al. [5] in projecting and filtering the 
source to the target. Furthermore we will adapt Spreyer et al. [3] work to investigate how graph-based and 
transition-based parser can benefit from the projection approach. As we adapt from [4] , the alignment is 
shown in Fig. 3(a). The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 3(b). 
 
     
Fig. 3. (a) Projecting a dependency tree from English to Malay; (b) System architecture 
5.1. Phase I: Data Collections and Preparation 
This research needs collection of original Malay articles with English translation to be used for 
creating the parallel corpus in Phase II. The article will be divided based on their domains in order to have 
comparisons of the result versus their domains.  Among the proposed articles that might be useful for this 
research are as follows: (1) General domain is taken from Malaysia Parliament Hansard and Kamus 
Inggeris Melayu Dewan (KIMD). The Hansard needs to be translated to English to be parallel but the 
KIMD is already in parallel version because there are a lot of sentence examples that explains the 
meaning of certain words. (2) Financial domain is taken from Bank Negara Malaysia reports which 
already exists in parallel version from yearly reports, quarterly reports, monthly reports and 
insurance/takafful reports. For a start, the target number of sentences for this research is about 30,000.  
5.2. Phase II: Corpus Preparation 
This research needs English – Malay parallel corpus for training and testing the stochastic model. The 
data must be annotated accordingly before they are used. In order to complete this phase, the following 
step will be taken: (a) English sentence will be parsed using available English Dependency Grammar 
parser; (b) once the dependency tree in (a) is produced, the structure will be projected to the translated 
language (Malay language); and then (c) the dependency tree for Malay will be edited to suit to the Malay 
syntactic rules. 
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In accordance to this phase, the rules for building Malay functional dependency will be defined with 
consultation from linguist experts. Some of these rules have been defined by a group of linguist during 
UKM-MIMOS 2006 project1, but they still need to be added or revised to support this research purpose. 
Once the rules have been defined, the annotation process can proceed by editing Malay dependency 
structures through an editor with linguist’s assistance and confirmation. 
5.3. Phase III: Model Training 
Stochastic analyzer is developed to train the model. Corpus produced in Phase II will be divided into 
90% for training and 10% for testing. This training will produce tree lattices, which is chunks of Malay 
dependency tree with their probability value. These probability values are assigned by the stochastic 
analyzer after completing the training. The following formula will be used to count the probability [8]. 
 
 
5.4. Phase IV: Model Prototyping and Testing  
A decoder is developed. The decoder will combine lattices to build a dependency tree for new 
sentences. The combination will be based on criteria where the most plausible combination is depending 
on the maximum probability value of certain dependency structure. The formula is as follows [8]: 
 
 
 is the parse-tree of a sentence . Lattices  are used to expand each node  in the parse-tree . If the 
sentence has ambiguous  ,  will disambiguate them. The accuracy of parsing the Malay sentence 
will be evaluated based on the comparison between hand-crafted Malay DG and the DG produced by 




As a respond to the challenge in information processing based on Malay text articles, the paper has 
 
1 Draft 4: Guidelines to Functional Dependency Grammar (FDG) for English and Malay Structures, UKM-MIMOS Team June 
27, 2006. (Unpublished) 
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discussed the potential approach in developing Malay Dependency Parser. The parser is the basic tool for 
Natural Language Processing to be used in many field of NLP based applications such as information 
extraction, information retrieval, machine translation etc. Furthermore, to equip those applications with 
meaning-based features Dependency Grammar has been chosen for developing Malay parser and to 
leverage the existing English parser, the projected syntactic relation from annotated English has been used 
for Malay.  Hence, the rules for adaptation from English DG to Malay DG can be developed. The 
projected tree structure in Malay will be used in training a stochastic analyzer. The training will produce a 
set of tree lattices which contains chunks of dependency trees for Malay attached with their probability 
value. A decoder will be developed to test the lattices.  A DG for a new Malay sentence is built by 
combining the pre-determined lattices according to their plausible highest probability of combination. 
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